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Proposed to Proceed the first rally speaker, Wong Jia Mian: 

Proposer: Outgoing Assistant Logistics Officer Lee Wen Yang 

Seconder: Incoming Honorary General Secretary Goh Kiat Yin 

 

Incoming President – Wong Jia Mian shared that she  

1. Incentive driven person. 
2. Achievement in Y1 such as events director in MSE Club and main group leader in MSE TOP. 
3. At the same time working part time, she is able to balance between work, studies and CCA. 
4. Received comment from people that she is result based and never focused on process 

enough. 
5. For future committee, she does not care about the process but focuses more on result. If the 

committee required guidance, she will help. 
6. She has strong personalities, it is hard to point out her weakness. She hopes that the future 

team can grow together. 
7. She put in a lot of effort and time in MSE Club. 
8. Hope to be friends of everyone. 
9. Hope MSE Club to not meet every month just to work as it will be boring. Since everyone is 

committed in the team, we shall make the time worth and make it fun and memorable. 

 

Q&A session 

1. Justin reflected that Jia Mian’s speech never show her ideas and direction in making MSE 
Club fun and enjoyable. 

2. Jia Mian answered that her speech is mainly to introduce herself. It is difficult to bond MSE 
Club management committee unlike MATSCIV and JCRC. 

3. Another Question from Justin, what is the weakness of the current committee. 
4. Jia Mian answered one of the biggest weakness is not having enough connection. Previous 

committee do not have as much connection compared to the incoming committee. 
5. Constitutional question from Justin, in what aspects would Jia Mian expect the vice 

president to assist. 
6. Answer from Jia Mian, she is hot temper while the incoming Vice-President Wen Yang has 

better temper, so she would expect him to buffer the situation. 
7. Justin asked Jia Mian, if she is elected, she will be the representative of MSE Club in council 

meeting. Is she aware of her role? What will she try to achieve in council meeting? 



8. Jia Mian answered, firstly, she needs to know what the council are concerning, because 
some issues are handled by school. For the second part, she will try to get more funding 
since school is cutting down in budget and she hope events will not be affected. 

9. Outgoing president Marco asked Jia Mian, how will Jia Mian prevent member from missing 
in action. 

10. Jia Mian responded, she believes if the members are committed fully, they will not 
disappear. If happened, she will ask the assistant to takeover. If assistant cannot handle, she 
will look for sub-committee. 

 

 

 

Proposed to Proceed the second rally speaker Lee Wen Yang: 

Proposer: Incoming Financial Controller Neo Chun Siong  

Seconder: Outcoming Assistant Event Director Imran Rakin Md 

 

Incoming Vice-President- Lee Wen Yang shared that he  

1. Was part of the MSE Club Assistant-Logistics, MSE TOP main group leader and MSE Cohesion 
Day 2019 vice chairman. 

2. Last year had some communication glitch with the MSE staff. 
3. As Vice-President, he would like to promote the right people to join MSE Club. 
4. MSE Club is not as popular as other CCA club that freshmen want to join. Freshmen usually 

prefer the club with more fun such as ODAC and JCRC. 
5. However, people will need to have a name of president or vice president on their resume. 
6. Communication is underappreciated. You need communication to suppress some problem 

such as member missing in action. 
7. He is not asking opinion from the committee for not reason. Will discuss the idea together in 

a mature way. 
8. Hope for MSE Club is to be professional, and it is not about earning just a title of vice 

president. Want to make changes in the club, even though not much changes can be done 
this year, but if the culture of innovative pass down one generation to one generation, 
definitely changes can be done. 

 

Q&A session 

1. Gabriel asked how would Wen Yang encourage the MSE students to participate in MSE club? 
Especially sub-committee member. 

2. Wen Yang answered, he is not sure how transparent is subcommittee recruitment. As they 
continue to promote the idea of professionalism or innovation, MSE Club will be able to 
attract people in joining. Think that his idea is mature and think confidently that he will help 
the student. He also talks about the connection in the sub-committee is important. 

3. Gabriel asked Wen Yang what impression he wants MSE Club to show to the student. 
4. Wen Yang answered professionalism and compare MSE Club to JCRC and other clubs. 



5. Question from Justin, as organization affected by the politics in it. Look at the way how the 
main committee communicate with the special project committee. 

6. Wen Yang answered that there is no politics and he feel that there MSE Club is not 
outreaching enough. He just wants to change the whole club. He does not understand 
Justin’s question.  

7. Justin added on, regarding pushing the team, main committee loses motivation over time. 
So how is he going to bring the morale of the team up. 

8. Wen Yang answered, he does not know how to answer to the question. He insisted 
professionalism. He said he will try to know his committee member more to raise their 
morale. 

9. Question from Outgoing Event director Jia Mian, what will he do if member cannot stand his 
leadership style. 

10. Wen Yang does not understand Jia Mian’s question and clarify with her about leadership 
style. 

11. Jia Mian answered by referring his action of pushing members too hard and expect high 
standard. 

12. Wen Yang answered he will communicate with his committee member and limit his style. 
13. Question from Lucas, if a member did a mistake, will Wen Yang sound him out in front of 

everyone or pull him out privately. 
14. Wen Yang said he will give him one chance. If that chance is used up, he will try to maintain 

transparency within the club and find out what is his reasons are. 

 

 

 

Proposed to Proceed the third rally speaker, Goh Kiat Yin: 

Proposer: Outgoing Sport &Recreational Officer Willis Chailim 

Seconder: Incoming Event Director Ng Bao Peng Rayner 

 

Incoming Honorary General Secretary – Goh Kiat Yin shared that she  

1. She is running for this position because she wants to try something new. 
2. Given opportunity, she wants to contribute to MSE Club. 
3. Looking back, she had the opportunity in CCA in secondary school. 
4. Knows how to organize efficiently. As Vice-President in guitar ensemble, she knows how to 

handle both performance and administrative stuff. 
5. Responsible and detailed orientated. Will book venue and send out email without missing 

the deadline. 
6. Not much experience in MSE Club, but deeply knows the importance of MSE Club such as 

events like MSE Cohesion which brings the students together. 
7. Plan in MSE club is to organize new event and bring MSE students together. 

 

Q&A session 



1. Question from the outgoing Sport & Recreational officer Willis, what is the important 
qualities that an Honorary General Secretary should have. 

2. Good organization skills, good time management skill, pack in as many schedules as possible. 
Other than that, good communication is the key. Without proper communication, ideas 
cannot be delivered. As Honorary General Secretary, she have the key to connect the 
President, Vice-President and the committee. 

3. Question from the outgoing Assistant Sport & Recreational officer Darwin, why would you 
want to take up Honorary General Secretary role? 

4. To work on communication skill and organization skill. In university, there is a lot of self-
driven activities. And to improve commination skill. 

5. Question from the outgoing Sport & Recreational officer willis, what if there is different 
objection with President and Vice-President or the TOP 4 and the situation is very tense. 

6. Kiat Yin answered, will try to listen to what their opinion. Even though having conflicting 
view, if we listen to each other, understand them and together to find a way out to resolve 
the conflict. 

7. Question from the outgoing Sport & Recreational officer willis, you have database of the 
students in MSE. If any random person want to refer to these records, such as student 
database of the find out their friend’s birthdate, will Kiat Yin allows that? 

8. Not allowed to do that, as they as not supposed to do that. They should go through the 
official way by writing an e-mail or approach their seniors for helps. Instead of asking her 
casually and she stated she is not obliged to help them. 

9. Question from outgoing Business Manager Yoki, as you are freshies, are you able to balance 
your studies and workload? 

10. Yes, she states that she can balance her student and in MSE Club. She will try to schedule 
away her other commitment so that she has time for MSE brief and meeting. 

11. Question from outgoing Assistant Sport & Recreational officer Darwin, do you have any 
other commitment? Like JCRC or any other activities that you are running for? 

12. Only have 1 CCA which is Korean Language. 
13. Outgoing Event Director Jia Mian ask, how are you going to make up for the lacking in 

experiences. 
14. Kiat Yin answered she will ask seniors for help, or from the President and the Vice-President. 

she will try to look for the solution on her own if she unable to deliver. 
15. Question from Justin, list down all the things you know need to do as Honorary General 

Secretary. 
16. Write minutes, send email, book venue, in charge of emailing or connecting with other 

position such as student union. 
17. Justin add on, PDPA officer, to ensure all personal data protection acts is obliged. If anything 

happens, you are the one in charge.  
18. Another question, if the president wants to send email such as for recruitment of assistant 

(co-opt), and the president want to recruit 10 co-opt position, what would u do? 
19. Will send out email, attach the job scope 
20. Justin add on, according to the constitution, the co-opt position should not more than the 

number of electing positions. 
21. Justin ask, as Honorary General Secretary, you are supposed to communicate with higher 

rank people such as MSE staff, SAO or seniors. Are you capable in it? 
22. Kiat Yin answered, she will be polite, and try not offending them. Will talk to them formally. 

Word her email in a formally and get her message across properly. 



23. Justin ask, as Kiat Yin mentioned about bringing other faculty people into MSE, how are you 
going to do that or any concrete plan to it? 

24. Kiat Yin answered, other than the MSE Cohesion day. She propose that MSE can organize 
and collaborate with college of engineering or for example MAE Club that will bring all the 
engineering school together. 

25. Justin add on, which will add pressure to the president during meeting with other president 
from the College of Engineering. 

 

 

 

Proposed to Proceed the fourth rally speaker, Neo Chun Siong: 

Proposer: Incoming Welfare Office Na Shi Ching 

Seconder: Incoming Sport & Recreational Officer Kristoffer Jessen 

 

Incoming Financial Controller – Neo Chun Siong shared that he  

 

1. Coming to MSE, in year one he does not know much people. Unable to join orientation during 
year one and regret not meeting new friends.  

2. Decide to join MSE TOP 2019 as programmer to experience how is the camp, meet his fellow 
peers in camp 

3. Found a passion and want to give back to MSE 
4. Opportunities to serves 
5. Experience as student councilor and JC House captain 
6. Reason to run as Financial controller to learn something new and challenge oneself. 
7. Serve MSE to best of his ability. 
8. Effort to take care of this faculty and student body. 
9. Main direction in MSE club to head in.  
10. Most important thing is for student to take part in MSE club with pride. 
11. First time to try out in this position and he will do his best. 

 

Q&A session 

 

1. Questions from Gabriel, how is the experience about coming to MSE  
2. Chun Siong answered he is lost and do not have much connection with the people here. Lone 

ranger 
3. First activities he joins was material Exposition. 
4. MSE is not a big school he can see the bond between people and between the OG families. 
5. Question from Lucas, you do not have any experience being the Financial Controller, what is 

your expectation.  



6. Chun Siong answered, taking care of the finances in club and the records. Complete 
transparency. Do not have any prior experience 

7. Good things to learn, okay to learn and make mistake.  
8. He is not afraid to ask for help. He states he will ask school stuff for help or can seek help from 

MSE Club itself. 
9. Question from Gabriel, in the event one of the sub-committee member buy something and he is 

unable to produce the receipts and the amount of the item is huge. 
10. Chun Siong answered to have accountability. Before buying or need funding the clubs, they need 

to provide a receipt for accountability. 
11. Gabriel added on what if the receipt missing. 
12. Chun Siong added on the point of accountability on that point of purchase. He states that he will 

assist that person, but he will not break the trust in the financial controller. 
13. Question from outcoming Vice-President Wen Qing, if the NSS Finance do not want to accept your 

call, emails and the only way is for you to meet them personally. 
14. Chun Siong answered, he will physically go down and discuss with them. 
15. Question from outgoing Sports& Recreational Officer Willis, how familiar you are with the finance 

situations since you are new to the MSE Club 
16. Chun Siong answered, since he any prior experience and willing to learn. 
17. Willis add on, any question you can approach the Outgoing Financial Controller Vincent. 
18. Wen Qing add on, you can look for the 18th management committee Financial Controller Dora Low. 
19. Question from Shi Ching, Money make the world go around. Do you think you have more authority 

than the president? 
20. Chun Siong answered, he states that each are doing their own job. But in term of finances, the 

president wants to overwrite his decision. It must be a valid reason.  
21. Shi Ching add on that club’s budget is manage by you. Only you have the authority and the 

president does not have the authority in the finances side. That’s the responsible that you have. 
22. Chun Siong answered, as a club communication is the key and he state that he will assist them as 

much as possible. 
23. Question from the outgoing Event Director Jia Mian, in the situation if we overspend the club 

budget, what will you do? 
24. Chun Siong answered, there must be pre-planning stage. Communication before execution phase. 

Before the planning phase, there must be rough estimation of the budget.  
25. He states that he not sure what is the proper procedure if the club go over the limit. 
26. Question from Guo Dong, as you know that the financial controller is expand even after your end 

of term. As the financial controller, you must ensure whoever is your successor need to 
accountable for any backlog to the club and the student body. As financial Controller how are you 
document all this? 

27. Chun Siong answered, he states that after he take over from the senior.  
28. He will ensure proper documentation and handle down to the next batch and make a proper guide 

for them to follow. 
29. Guo Dong add on, for example in a certain situation the main comm need to pay upfront first and 

experience the complaint from the parents. How are you going to address this situation to the 
parents? As the financial controller you are responsible for the financial for the committee. 

30. Chun Siong answered that school wide event is not easy to manage and if there is a float maintain 
would be better 

31. If the student’s parent is complaining that the need to get the money back. He will explain the 
difficult and explain what is going on. Discuss what to do to help them get the claims back. 

32. Comment from Justin that the President must counter check all finances and budgeting. 



33.  He adds on that, in the event when you start the duties. They must submit three signature which 
is Financial Controller, Honorary General Secretary and lastly the President. He also states that the 
Financial Controller and president are only the ones to counter sign all claims. 

34. He states an example, if the President went for summer program oversea. Unable to get her to 
signature. How are you going to solve this? 

35. Chun Siong answered, for this situation he not sure whether the school policy allows him to get 
the Vice-President to sign on the President behalf. 

36. Justin add on that the Vice-President cannot on her behalf. But she can sign the document 
beforehand or inform NSS finance that someone will sign on her behalf. 

37. Justin add on about communication as there is some issue with the claim over the years. For 
example, some details are missing which includes wrong address, address to wrong items and 
lacking GST ID and what’s is the strategies to communicate to the management committee and 
also all to special project. 

38. Chun Siong answered, he will brief all of them before the pre-planning phase.  
39. He will personally brief them and warn them in advance in what need to be done. 
40. Ask the company to provide proper invoice or receipts.  
41. Justin add on that what did the 16th Honorary General Secretary and 16th Financial Controller did. 

They will brief the respective special project heads on the finances and procedure regarding to 
the claims. 

42. Justin asked Chun Siong the last question regarding the budget cut. Asked if Chun Siong is aware 
of the budget cut. Example she needs to vote for whether the NTUSU subscription should increase. 
The financial controller must inform the President whether the clubs has extra money for this. 

43. Justin also add that one third of the subscription fees is coming from MSE club. He questions Chun 
Siong that if the budget cut is so bad, which event will he ditch and how is he going to work around 
it. 

44. Chun Siong answered, he states that some event is hard to let go and whole club have to decide 
45. He states that he does not have the right to ditch some events 
46. He will discuss with all the special project heads and find out how is the budgeting for the whole 

club. 

 

 

 

Proposed to Proceed the fifth rally speaker, Imran Rakin MD: 

Proposer: Audience Gabriel Lim 

Seconder: Audience Kwang Guo Dong 

 

Incoming Logistics Officer-Imran Rakin MD shared that he  

1. He is running for logistic office. 
2. experience as assistant event manager. 
3. He states that he can offer some more stuff to MSE Club. 
4. As logistics Officer he hopes to facilities whatever events such as welfare department and event 

department. 
5. His leadership styles. He like to listen to other people.  



6. Talk less, listen more. 
7. He states that he got a lot of energy and he is a clown. 
8. Realize he that he is responsible as a person and keep contribution for the clubs 

 

Q&A session 

 

1. Question from Lucas, what is the first thing that you will do after being elected as Logistic head? 
2. Imran answered that clean the log room as it is in the bad state now. He claims he will get his 

sub-commmittee to do it. 
3. Question from outgoing Sports and recreational Officer Willis, what if you must carry very heavy 

item and there are no cars. what are the proper methods to transport the items? 
4. Outgoing Assistant Sports and Recreational Officer Darwin add on, something that cannot be 

carry by four people and is a heavy object. 
5. Imran answered, if the distance is not far, he will suggest carry by 4 people.  
6. Otherwise, he will get a lorry for it. 
7. Guo Dong commented that the log room is shared with other special projects. He questions 

Imran how he is going to account for the keys. 
8. Imran answered the key will be with him, his assistant or entrust to the head of special project. 

Ensure the keys is properly accounted for. 
9. Question from Gabriel, will you able to find people to clean the stores with you? 
10. Imran answered, he will use his connection or the Main Comm’s connection and his assistant’s 

connection to get people to join logistics. 
11. Question from outgoing Sports& Recreational Officer Darwin, for example event like ISG in 

December where most people are unavailable. How do you ensure people can access the log 
storeroom? 

12. Imran answered, the sports head must contact he. State his purpose of using the room 
13. He will pass them the keys one week beforehand. Trust them to hold the key. 
14. Question from Justin, as you used to be assistant event and why did you not run in the main 

comm as the TOP4. 
15. Imran answered that he hopes to support the main comm as the logistics officer and give other 

the chance to run.  
16. Question for Gabriel, what are the qualities you are looking for in your assistant logistics. 
17. Imran answered that he loves stress. He feels like stressful time can see the real nature of the 

people. Be considerate when dealing with people. 
18. Question from Chun siong, how well do you do keep the inventory of the stores. Do you take 

notes of what need to bring out and what need to be bring in? 
19. Imran answered, he will take note of all the items using an excel sheet and keep a copy for 

himself to take note of. 

 

 

 

Proposed to Proceed the sixth rally speaker, Na Shi Ching: 

Proposer: Outgoing welfare Officer Lee Ling Ying 



Seconder: Outgoing Sports & Recreational Officer Darwin Yeo 

 

Incoming welfare Officer -Na Shi Ching shared that he  

 

1. From karate club  
2. Part of matsiv 2019  
3.  He joins the main comm to take up the role as the welfare officer. 
4. Give 100 Percent commitment. 
5. University is a different environment than poly, JC and sec school.  
6. Mainly join this club is to see how the incoming President Jia Mian run this club. 
7. Able to contribute more to the freshies.  

 

Q&A session 

 

1. Question from Justin, have you discussed the job scope with the current welfare officer? 
2. Shi Ching answered, he states that he does not know who the current welfare officer is.  
3. Justin add on that the professor in NTU are not allowed to hint the answered to the PYP. Have to 

base on the examiner report published online. 
4. Shi ching questioned if the club earn money from giving past year solution? 
5. Justin add on, the club does not earn any money from the pyp distribution. He may need to 

consult the Financial Controller and President. New initiative to this year welfare. 
6. Shi ching add on they can consult seniors about what they should do during their year of studies. 
7. Question from Gabriel, what are your commitment and what are key event for MSE. 
8. Shi ching answered, he step down from NTU karate club as logistic head. Upcoming MSE AGM , 

night cycling and welfare pack.  
9. Gabriel add on other than welfare pack and also the pyp slution what other stuff you can provide 

to the students in turn of academic. 
10. Shi ching answered, MSE club have provided enough help for the students. 
11. Question from outgoing Assistant Sports& Recreational Officers Darwin, he feel that welfare is 

one of the heavily needed department. If Subcomm MIA during EGB and peer tutor. The one 
doing the attendance are by Welfare sub comm as shi ching is unable to be there all the time. 
What will shi ching do if all of the Sub Comm MIA. 

12. Shi ching answered as he believes that everything is a shared responsibility. 
13. Comment from the outgoing Welfare officer Lin ying , as the attendance for peer tutoring is 

quite bad. Some suggestion to increase the attendance of the cohort for peer tutoring.  
14. Shi ching answered that peer tutoring should continue. Send e-mails to spread awareness.  

 

 

 

Proposed to Proceed the Seventh rally speaker, Kristoffer Jenssen: 

Proposer: Outgoing Sports & Recreational Officer Willis Chailim 



Seconder: Outgoing Assistant Sports & Recreational Officer Darwin Yeo 

 

Incoming Sports & Recreational Officer -Kristoffer Jenssen shared that he  

 

1.  He takes part as annual interschool competition. 
2. Reason as he joins Sports & Recreational officer. 
3. Sense of belonging and want to contribute back to the community  
4. Experience as sub comm before. Able to find player for the sports event 
5. Goals to strength the bonds more and increase the participation rate for ISG. 
6.  Spread news to let the MSE Community knows about the events. 
7. If he is elected, he will make ISG successful event. 

 

Q&A session 

 

1. Question from the 17th sport director Gabriel, how are you willing to get the color of the 
dark green for MSE. 

2. Answered from Kristoffer, he will try to get the color like green. 
3. Question from the outcoming Vice-President wenqing, what do you look for in your assistant 

sport officer? 
4. Kristoffer answered, he will look for commitment first as the ISG will held in the December 

break, one with a lot of connection inside MSE. Able to bring player in. 
5. Wenqing add on if his sub comm and assistant not able to help. 
6. Kristoffer answered he will ask the main committee for help and ask assistant why he don’t 

help him out. 
7. Comment from the Outgoing Sports & Recreational Officer Willis not recommended to do 

the whole event for yourself. He suggest having a solid team of subcommittee and what can. 
8. Outgoing Assistant Sports & Recreational Officer Darwin, offer some advice. 
9. He states that ISG is not easy and you will have to hosting the games, buy drinks and choose 

games what are you going to host. For MSE, is touch ruby and it really depend is you can 
continue touch ruby and have to familiar with the games. Regarding the E-sport game, will 
you continue for this year? 

10. Kristoffer answered he will continue the idea of e-sport but if the participation rate is low. 
He will not continue it. 

11. Gabriel advise that Sports & Recreational Officers can meet other people from other faulty 
and have a good experience and able to get the shirt color of your choice.  

12. Gabriel question how is to increase the attendance for the ISG. 
13. Kristoffer answered, he will ask people around to join and give them free food. 
14. Outgoing Sports & Recreational Officer Willis, sharing his experience for last year ISG. He is 

unable the color of his choice and what can he do if he has this situation too. 
15. Kristoffer answered that he will get connection from the other sport officer. Try to swap 

green with another sports officer. Worse case he I will change the color to yellow. 
16. Outgoing Assistant Sports & Recreational Officer Darwin is impossible to get yellow color. 
17. Gabriel question are you guys prepare to help him in this year ISG? 



18. Jia mian question how is Kristoffer going to motivate the sch communities and make sure 
people to join. 

 

 

 

Proposed to Proceed the eighth rally speaker, Ng Bao Feng, Rayner: 

Proposer: Audience Tan Wei Jia 

Seconder: Audience Shi Yan Wen 

 

Incoming Event Director- Ng Bao Feng Rayner shared that he  

 

1. Year 2 MSE 
2. NO past experience in MSE 
3. First time to join this year committee  
4. Past experience as NPCC  
5. I was in charges of the parent and the campfire safety.  
6. Camp coordinators 
7. Know that event is fun 

 

Q&A session 

 

1. Question from the outgoing business manager Yoki, asking Rayner to list down all the MSE club 
you will be organizing  

2. Rayner answered that will be MSE AGM. Does not know the any other events, 
3. Rayner want to change the night cycling event. He did not specific what event to make student 

life in MSE exciting. Rayner suggest to join the NTU MSE TELEGRAM GROUP to run the poll. 
4. Question from outgoing Assistant Event Director Imran, mentioning AGM coming and how can 

you make it more fun and livelier? More Interactive 
5. Rayner does not have any idea and state that everything depends on the budget and come up 

with ideas that does not need money. 
6. Imran add on about night cycling. How to increase the turn up rate for this event? 
7. Rayner boasted that he has support base and we will need more people. He states that will be 

responsible for any mishap during night cycling. 
8. Outgoing Event Director Jia Mian, do you think we should continue night cycle event? 
9. Rayner stated that after they are elected, they will make a discuss to decide whether to continue 

or not. 
10. Question from Justin, do you have any strategies to bring people from other fam or OGS.  
11. Rayner stated that he does have any strategies. 
12. Justin add on as people will get burn out within the first 3 months of sem2.  



13. A lot of event coming up such as Celebrate MSE and night cycle. So how do you think you will 
work together with the assistant event director. 

14. Rayner suggest break the whole team into two do the 2 events concurrently and split the 
manpower. 

 

 

There was no Any Other Business (AOB) raised. The rally ended at 2130H. 

 

 

Prepared by: 

Perry Ong Wen Qing (Mr.) 

Returning Officer 

 

Tey Zhi Huey (Ms.) 

Election Officer 


